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Introduction

Today we live in a world where people try to get money for almost anything, even in the 

medical service.

Physicians must try to protect themselves from any possible lawsuits. How does a physician 

do that? The answer is by taking proper medical documentation.

What is medical documentation?

Definition: Medical documentation is an instrument which helps the health care staff to 

record all information about patients’ health status and the procedures provided by the 

hospital staff.

It is structured in a way to show that the hospital staff are aware of what they are doing, and 

observing the care they give to the patient. This is carried out by taking down all important 

information from the patients’ health status and history, but also more detailed information

including lab-values, X-rays, etc. (1).

By doing this it will be helpful in the future in case something would go wrong, because the 

documentation is considered an invaluable factor in the legal system. Hospital staff failing to 

document important information about the patient, and hence increasing the risk management, 

can be considered a serious breach and digression from the general healthcare standards (2, 3, 

4, 5).

Complete medical records are the most important asset of a good health care system (6).

“Throughout a medical malpractice case, the most important piece of evidence will be the 

medical record.”(6).
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If a physician does not have a complete medical documentation of a patient, it will increase

their chances of getting sued in the future. This is because they will not have the medical 

record written down to prove their side of the story.

Medical documentation

Every physician should follow the rule “if it isn’t written down, you didn’t do it.” (6), and 

every medical document should provide enough information so when a new physician 

reviews the medical record, they would know exactly what the patient was being seen for, 

including treatment and future plan of action (6). 

“The purpose of collecting and storing patient information is to make it available for decision-

making at a point of care or for analysis and action for management and policy” (7).

It is important to understand that most patients may have more than one point of care, and that 

they might move from one location to another, therefore it is important for their information 

to be made available at all points of care (7).

There are some required standards in order to represent information for communication (i.e. 

distributed health data networks) (7).

According to the medical society of the District of Columbia, a patient’s medical record 

should be complete and legible (8).

There are some points the physician must adhere to (8):

Documentation:

 The date the patient was seen or admitted to the hospital.

 The reason for why the patient has come for a consultation.

 Appropriate history and examination for the patients’ main presenting complaints. 
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 Evaluation and treatment plan during a patients stay, and until after the patient has 

been discharged.  

The physician should be able to access the patients past and present diagnoses. The reason 

and result for diagnoses including X-rays, lab tests and other useful information should be 

included in the medical report. Health risk factors and everything about patients’ progress 

should be documented (including treatment), and everything added to the data must be dated 

and authenticated (8).

Throughout the course of a medical lawsuit, the most important evidence the health care 

physician will have at their disposal is the patient’s medical record (6).

In many cases poor maintenance of medical records in addition to inadequate documentation 

within the patient’s medical records contribute to many losses. 

By ensuring your records are precise, legible and properly organized, your chances of 

defending yourself in a law suit will be greatly increased (6).

The loss of many cases can be directly attributed to poorly maintained medical records, or 

lack of documentation in the patient’s medical history. If your records are accurate, legible, 

and well organized, they will greatly increase your chances of successfully defending a 

lawsuit (6).

Gold standard:

There are a number of different ways to record patient history. Amongst the most common 

ones are Electronic Health Recorder (HER) and paper based system (9).

The paper based system used to be the gold standard for keeping medical records, but today 

many countries are replacing this method to a newer one. It is known as the electronic health 
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care recorder. These changes are being implemented due to the inefficiency of paper based 

systems (10).

The challenges of using paper based systems include:

 It is easier to misplace or lose information in paper charts, and the outcome of this can 

be very dangerous, “one in seven hospitalizations are due to missing clinical 

information” (10).

 Health care workers are expected to know and remember many guidelines without any 

help –“A 2003 study in the New England Journal of Medicine reported that the 

patients receive only 55% of recommended preventive care services.” (10).

 It takes more time and more work to identify patients with individual characteristics 

(i.e. patients with diabetes or other diseases who need the same treatment or to know 

how many patient need to be vaccinated by the same vaccine) (10).

The modern Electronic Health Record is a way to view a patient’s medical records through a 

computerized interface (9), computer systems are used instead of paper charts, all components 

of a clinical practice are fed into Electronic Health Recorders - everything from assessing a 

patient’s history and main complaints to creating a new treatment plan for the patient. In 

addition to this, it is used for managing other areas in a clinical practice as well like billing, 

surgery, and organization of the hospital (10).

The aim of this new method is to improve and simplify the quality of patient care for the 

healthcare staff and for the patient (10).

The benefits with Electronic health recorders are (9):

 There is better collection and storage of data, papers don’t get accumulated.

 There are less medical errors, which can easily be done by bad handwriting.

 There is a higher quality of hospital care.
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 The patient can access some of their own data.

 It is less time consuming compared to paper based systems.

 There is easier access to patient records, and the patient information can be accessed 

from outside of the hospital, this method can be very useful in emergencies (10).

 Medical practices can send messages, assign tasks or receive information 

electronically from other hospitals (10).

The disadvantages of electronic health recorders are (9): 

 There may be some data errors which can be time consuming.

 The quality of patient-doctor interaction may be decreased.

 To read text from a computer screen takes 40% more time than to read it in a printed

form, and it might be more difficult for some medical staff that are not used to work 

with computerized devices (11).

Paper-based and electronic patient records are often used together to support different tasks.

Even though the quality of the Electronic Health Recorder is better, most physicians still 

regard the paper record as the gold standard (12).

Destruction of medical records (13, 14):

Destruction of medical records depend on time and on what type of medical record it is (ex. 

Paper records, electrical records, X-rays).

GP records are usually kept for 10 years after the patient’s death, records of children are kept 

until the patient is 25, or 8 years after their death

Destruction of records are carried out according to the Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act regulations. No records can be destroyed before the minimum time 

required for the medical documentation has been met. The method they are destroyed are 
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usually by shredding and pulverization, electronic data are destroyed through disposal and 

servicing.

Medical records are property of patient or the medical institution (15):

Most of the medical records are property of the medical institution, however the patient is 

allowed to ask for a copy of the treatment records and should be handed the records within 72 

hours.

The hospital must keep the medical records confidential and are not allowed to release any

information. There are special circumstances in which there may be exceptions to this rule.
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Discussion

When reviewing a medical record in court, the lawyer of the prosecutor will try to look for 

any information that might be weak or missed and stick to it in order to sue the healthcare 

professional. It can be anything from the time of the documentation to failed communication 

between hospital staff and patients (16).

So is it important to make medical documentation? In today’s society I think that as a medical 

staff in a hospital it is very important to make a medical documentation. As David Carp says -

medical documentation is not only for the patients’ safety but also for the physicians’

defensibility (17).

The documentation has to be complete, the physician must note everything they do, see, or 

hear, and they must observe everything. If they feel something is out of the norm or if they 

say something to the patient they have to put it in to the medical documentation (18).

By taking proper information from a patient and putting it down in writing, or storing it will 

not only benefit the patient but also the healthcare staff, there will be no mistakes or missing 

information that may harm the patient later on, and if the patient would complain or blame the 

staff for missing some information there will be written proof that this is false.

I think this topic should be more stressed in the hospitals, it is very easy for a doctor or nurse 

to miss out important information and cause a patient harm. If there is a form to follow that 

helps the staff to collect all information and make a proper medical data this can be avoided, 

but the medical staff should be aware of this by them self as well and take notes for what they 

think is important, someone who works in the medical industry should never close their eyes 

if they see something they have doubts about they should write it down in their data and the 

should not be afraid of asking another physician for advice, as this might help them later in a 

legal case.
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Making a correct medical data is also important for the medical staff, since these days a lot of 

patients try to make money by suing hospitals and medical healthcare workers for any little 

mistake or misunderstanding, even by making up scenarios of things that did not occur. This 

would be easier to prevent if the physicians would make their documentation properly, and 

put down every information, by making these proper medical documentations these lawsuits 

could be avoided and would save the hospitals and the physicians a great amount of money 

and even their license to practice and in worst case jail.

I also think that the electronic health recorder is a better way to work with than the paper 

based system, because it is easier to store and keep everything in order and to access the 

information needed, with paper based system there will not be enough storage and it is much 

more time consuming and messy to find information, also by using the paper based systems it 

is easier for information to be lost and misplaced and misunderstandings frequently happen.

By using a computerized method the medical staff will avoid misunderstandings, bad 

handwriting etc. This will avoid creating dangerous situations for the patients, just because 

they read something wrong and prescribed the wrong medication.

I think it is important to work with more modern approaches for these type of things not to 

happen and as it is easier and less time consuming and more precise. 
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Conclusion

Medical documentation should be made properly, with awareness for the patients’ safety, and 

also for avoiding misunderstandings and lawsuits that should never have taken place or could 

have easily been avoided in the first place.
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